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1. INTRODUCTION

Bacteriophage T2 is partially excluded from the progeny of crosses with page T4
(Streisinger & Weigle, 1956). The T4 gene for exclusion (ex+i) is located near the
r l l locus, and the results of crosses between T4 am 122 and T2 showed that it is
expressed as an early function (De Groot, 1966). A phage strain with intermediate
properties was found among recombinants between T2 and ultraviolet-irradiated
T4. This T2-like recombinant T2 exr+A does not exclude standard-type T2, it is
still partially excluded by T4, but to a much lesser extent than standard-type T2,
and it has the T4 glucosylation properties (De Groot, 1967).

This partial non-excludability which was rescued from irradiated T4, is possibly
related to T4 glucosylation. A protective effect of glucosylation has been demon-
strated previously: Shedlovsky & Brenner (1963) and Hattman & Fukasawa (1963)
found that unglucosylated T-even phage is not capable of surviving infection of
E. coli B. Richardson (1966) established that glucoseless T2 and T6 DNA is much
more sensitive to in vitro breakdown by the bacterial exonuclease III than the
glucosylated DNA. Whatever the mechanism of exclusion and excludability might
be, the partially non-excludable T2 exr+i can be used for genetic studies on the
relationship between phages T4 and T2. Preliminary experiments have indicated
that in crosses between T4 and T2 exr+i there was an unequal distribution of the
various T2 genes. In this paper the results are presented from four multifactorial
crosses between T4 and T2 exr+A. The frequencies of the T2 genes in the progeny
show polarity over the map segment that contains most of the genes for the early
functions (Edgar, Denhardt & Epstein, 1964).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

(i) Phage genes and bacterial strains

The phage gene symbols are provided with a superscript 4 or 2 to designate the
parental origin T4 or T2 respectively, as proposed by Streisinger (19566). The
homologous genes of phage T4 used as markers, as well as the indicator bacteria
used to distinguish them are listed below in the order of their position on the map.

* This work was carried out within the frame of the association between Euratom and the
University of Leiden, contract number 052-64- 1-BIAN.
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The position of exr+4 is unknown. Most of the bacterial strains and their origin have
been referred to previously; in the following, they will be designated without their
species name.

Origin Property of the standard gene Indicator E. coli

T4
h+4

ex+4

r4B17

r4A8
aw4122

v+4

r448
o4

exr+i

T2
h+z

ex+*
r+2B

r+2A
am+2

v+2

r+2I
0+2

Adsorption
Exclusion of T2 by ez+4

Lysis inhibition, second linkage group,
cistron B

Item, cistron A
Induction of deoxycy tidy late hydroxy-

methylase
Dark repair of ultraviolet lesions by v+i

Lysis inhibition, first linkage group
Osmotic-shock sensitivity
Partially non-excludable by T4

B/2
—
Jv(A/l)

IV(AAI)

B

CR63 and Bphr~
CR63 and KS112-12
—
—

The recombination frequencies between the markers are presented in Fig. 1;
the data are based on those of Edgar, Denhardt & Epstein (1964), Streisinger
(1956 a), De Groot (1966) and unpublished results.

The two directions in the circular genome will be used in the discussion of the
results. Starting at any point, the genes on either side can be referred to as distal
or proximal, depending on whether they are found in a clockwise or anticlockwise
direction, respectively. Thus the terminology conforms to that employed in Hfr
crosses between bacteria (Hayes, 1964).

0.1

Fig. 1. Segment of the circular map of bacteriophages T2 exr+4 and T4 with the
markers used in the crosses. The joint symbols are presented on the map. The
directions are explained in the text.

(ii) Determination of the genes

J1+2 g i v e s rise to turbid plaques in lawns of mixed B and B/2 (1:1). Ex+i and ex+2

are recognized by crossing the phage strain considered with standard type T2 L h+2

or with a host-range mutant T2 L h2; the yields of h+2 characterize the loci ex+4

or ex+2 as shown previously (De Groot, 1966). Cistrons r4Bl7 and r4A8 were deter-
mined in complementation tests by spotting 107 phage on lawns seeded with mixed
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indicator K(AA) and B(103:l) and 2 x 108 of the T4, mutant in the complementary
cistron (Benzer, 1957). Am* was spotted on E. coli B, a 'non-permissive' host for
amber mutants (Edgar & Epstein, 1963). The determinations of v+4 and v+2 were
carried out by irradiation with a dose of ultraviolet light that inactivated v+i

strains to 10~2 and v+2 strains to 10~4 survival. An unirradiated 10~2 dilution of
the phage was plated as a control (Harm, 1963). If the strain considered possessed
the ami 122 locus, CR63 was used under dim sodium light to avoid photoreactiva-
tion. In the case of am+2 strains, the non-photoreactivable bacterium ~Bphr~ was used
(Harm & Hillebrandt, 1962). This was kindly supplied by Dr A. Rorsch. T4o4 was
isolated from standard type T4 D by means of propagation at a low multiplicity of
infection to avoid phenotypic mixing with the head membrane proteins from the
standard-type gene, followed by osmotic shock as described by Doermann &
Boehner (1964). The mutant was isolated after three of these cycles. The method
was also used for recognition of osmotic-shock resistance (o4) or sensitivity (o+2).

3. RESULTS

Crosses between phages T4 and T2 exr+i were made in the hosts CR63 and B as
listed in Table 1. The frequencies of T2 genes in the progeny of the crosses are

Table 1. Crosses between bacteriophages T4: and T2 exr+4. Only
homologous genes used as markers are listed

Cross No.
1

2
3
4

T4 parent

T4/i+4ea;+4ow4122 v+*
T47i+4ea:+4r4A8 «+4

T4fe+4om4122 «+4o4

T4fc+4r4B17 r4A8 r448

T2 exr+4 parent

T27i+2ea:+2am+2u+2

T2fe+2ea;+2r+2A t>+2

T2fe+2aTO+2D+2o+2

T2/i+ 2r+ 2B r + 2 A r+2I

Host strain
of E. coli
CR63
B
CR63
B

Number of
progeny
tested

29
62

121
81

Total 293

presented in Table 2. The following conclusions can be drawn: first, partial ex-
clusion of h+2 is more effective in crosses 1 and 3 with CR63 as the bacterial host

Table 2. Frequencies of T2 markers in the progeny of the four crosses
of Ti with T2 exr+4

Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4

Marker
fc+2

ex+*

am+2
v+2

Freq.
0 1
0-3

0-4
0-4

Marker
A+2

ea;+2

r+2A

v+z

Freq.
0-30
0-34
0-42

0-47

Marker
ft+2

am+2

Freq.
012

0 1 5
0-28
0-45

Marker
ft+2

r+2B
r+2A

r+2i

Freq.
0-27
0-37
0-41

0-55

The markers are arranged from h+* to o+2 in the distal direction from the top downwards.
The genes are spaced according to their relative positions on the linkage map to facilitate
comparisons between the crosses (see Fig. 1).
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than in crosses 2 and 4 with B as host. The yields of h+z in the progeny from the
crosses with B as host are within the range of 0-25 to 0-43 reported in another
context (De Groot, 1967). Second, all crosses show polarity of increasing frequencies
of T2 markers from h+2 in the distal direction irrespective of the marker considered.
Third, there is a considerable variation in the extent of the genome over which
polarity is expressed. In cross 4, equilibrium for the T2 gene frequency (0-5) has
already been reached between r+2A and r+2I. By contrast, exclusion in cross 3 is
exerted as distal as beyond the v+2 gene.

A first approach to understanding the mechanism of polarized exclusion of T2
gene frequencies can be made by examining the frequencies of recombinants in the
various crosses. Table 3 presents the numbers of parental combinations and
recombinants between pairs of adjacent genes, symbolized as a-b. The numbers of
T2 parental combinations (a2-b2) are smaller than those of T4 (a4-64) and the
numbers of a2-a4 recombinants are smaller than those of the a^-b2 type. Both
differences contribute to partial exclusion. The two recombinant types a2-64 and
a4_£2 show unequal numbers within each gene pair and the differences may be
considerable, for example, in cross 3.

Maximum recombination frequencies between genes will only be obtained if each
bacterium produces large and equal numbers of genes originating from each parent.
Unequal numbers will reduce these maximum values (Lennox et al., 1953). The
recombination frequencies observed between the pairs of unlinked genes in the four
crosses are lower than the maximum value 0-50 (Table 3). However, it is unlikely
that such low values as 0-04 and 0-20 in cross 3 would merely have resulted from
recombination between unequal numbers of genes. Estimates of recombination
values for unlinked pairs of genes can be made, if the recombinational events between
the genes a and b are non-reciprocal. The great differences between the recombinant
types a2-64 and a^-b2 of each gene pair suggest this assumption. This means that
the probability of a recombinational event in an unlinked pair of genes is the
compound probability of the frequencies of the participating genes (Table 3,
footnote). The expected values are presented in Table 3 under the observed values
and the deviations suggest that additional restriction of recombination has occurred
under the conditions of this experiment. Interaction x2's for unlinked pairs are
significant in cross 3 and suspiciously large in cross 2. The results of premature-lysis
experiments (unpublished) also lead to the conclusion that recombination between
T2 exr+i and T4 is restricted.

No expected recombination frequencies were calculated for linked genes since
the use of genetic linkage values obtained under standard conditions would intro-
duce a further uncertainty.

An additional argument for reduced recombination follows from the high
frequencies of progeny genomes containing only the markers from the
exr+i parent (Table 3). The table shows that the majority of the a2-b2

parental combinations in crosses 2, 3 and 4 occur in conserved genomes. This
means that restriction of recombination is exerted over a considerable part of
the genome.
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Table 3. Analysis of recombination frequencies between
adjacent gene pairs

17

Cross 1

a*-b*

a4-**2

Expectation*
Recombination frequency

Observed
Expected**

Significance of deviation***

Cross 2

a4-*4

a2-64

O<M>2

Expectation*
Recombination frequency

Observed
Expected**

Significance of deviation***

Cross 3
cfi-b2

a^-b*
O,2-b*
a4-62
Expectation*
Recombination frequency

Observed
Expected**

Significance of deviation***

Cross 4
a2-&2

ai-bi

a*-b*
a-M.2

Expectation*
Recombination frequency

Observed
Expected**

Significance of deviation***

h+-ex+

4
19

1

5
linked

0-21

h+-ex+

40
1

3*
linked

0 0 7

h+—am

14
102

1
4

unlinked

0-04
0-24

Significant

16*
46

5

13£
linked

0-23

ex+-am

4

13
5
7

unlinked

0-41
0-46

P>0-2

ea;+-rA
19
34

2
7

linked

0-14

am-i;"1"

14
83

4

20
unlinked

0-20
0-35

P < 0-001

rB-rA
30
48

0
3

linked

0 0 4

6
12

5
6

unlinked

0-38
0-48

P>0-2

rA-«+
16
23
10
13

unlinked

0-37
0-54

P=0-08

V+-0

30
63

4
24

unlinked

0-23
0-48

P < 0-001

rA-rl
22
2 5 |
11
2 2 |

unlinked

0-41
0-46

P = 012

T2
genomes

1

T2 genomes
13

T2 genomes
11

T2 genomes

15

* The expectation (linked or unlinked) is inferred from T4 x T4 crosses.
** The expected recombination frequency for unlinked gene pairs is calculated as follows,

assuming stochastical independence between the two gene pairs: if A2, A4, B2 and B4 are the
numbers of a2, a4, 62 and 64 progeny (i.e. A2 = a^-b2, + ai-bi, etc.) and T = A2 + A4 = B2 + B4, the
expected frequency is (A2B4 + A4B2)/T2.

*** The probability that the deviation between observed and expected frequencies could be
due to chance: based on x2 f° r interaction with Yates' correction for continuity.

2
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4. DISCUSSION

Polarized exclusion of T2 genes is probably the result of some restriction process
in the vegetative pool of mixed T2 exr+i DNA and T4 DNA. For understanding
polarized exclusion it is necessary to introduce the assumption of two different rates
of replication for T2 exr+4 DNA and T4 DNA. Even under conditions of unrestricted
growth T2-infected cells may synthesize phage DNA more slowly than cells with
T4; Stahl & Murray (1966) reported a lower burst size for standard-type T2 than
for T4 under the same conditions. However, this difference alone does not explain
the low yield of T2 genes in the progeny from crosses between standard-type T2 and
T4 (Streisinger & Weigle, 1956). Even if normal differences in replication rate
between T2 exr+4 and T4 can explain partial exclusion to some degree, a residual
exclusion and its polarization remain to be explained. Since normal differences in
replication rates of the DNA's of T2 exr+i and T4 do not explain polarized restriction
of T2 exr+4, it is difficult to think of a mechanism for polarized exclusion that does
not involve some sequential process in the DNA. This process might be sequential
replication of DNA. When replication takes place in a segment of restricted T2
exr+4 DNA, the replica might undergo recombination with T4 DNA and thus escape
from restriction. Polarization of restriction would, consequently, result from a
start of replication of DNA at the distal region of the genome (Fig. 1).

There are other observations supporting this hypothesis. Polarity in the repli-
cation of bacterial chromosomes beginning at a fixed starting point has been
established by Lark, Repko & Hoffman (1963) by means of pulse labelling of auxo-
trophic strains. The same result was obtained by Nagata (1963) who found the
point of attachment of the F+ factor in Hfr strains to be the starting point for
replication. Holliday (1965) reported sequential mitotic recombination in syn-
chronously dividing cells of Ustilago maydis following ultraviolet irradiation at
various times during division. This was explained by assuming sequential genetic
replication, starting from the ends of the chromosome arms. There is a correlation
between the polarity of T2 gene frequencies and the sequence of events determined
by the genes upon infection of the bacterial host. Edgar, Denhardt & Epstein
(1964) found a segment of the genome of T4, where the majority of the genes for
the early functions reside (Fig. 1). Beyond that segment in the distal direction are
found the genes for late functions such as the production of endolysozyme and the
proteins for morphogenesis. The sequence of events during the intrabacterial
growth cycle of the phage is roughly correlated with the positions on the map of
the genes determining them, and the results reported here show that this correlation
may be extended to polarized exclusion of T2 genes. In all four crosses exclusion
is most stringent for the h+2 locus, indicating that restriction may be initiated at a
fixed starting point.

Recombination between T2 exr+i and T4 is restricted. One of the factors involved
in restricted recombination might be the non-homology of the parental strains.
They are different in several properties such as adsorption specificity, ultraviolet
sensitivity and the collar between head and midpiece, which results from different
base sequences in their DNA's at several places. Consequently, base pairing between
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T2 exr+4 and T4 DNA might be less efficient with a restrictive effect on recombi-
nation. From this point of view, restricted recombination is not necessarily related
with restriction of reph'cation.

Large numbers of progeny containing only the markers of the parental T2 exr+i

strains were observed in crosses 2, 3 and 4. These progeny cannot all be composed of
parental T2 exr+i DNA because their number exceeds that of the parental T2 exr+i

phage added in the cross.
The burst sizes of the crosses show that parental T2 exr+i DNA was capable of

one to three replications under these conditions. The appearance of conserved
parental phage is possible, since even after unrestricted growth some conservation
has been demonstrated by Boyle, Ritchie & Symonds (1965); a fraction of semi-
conserved standard-type T2 phage was found after transfer of parental T2 with
heavy label in light bacteria. However, its frequency (4 x 10~3) is too low to explain
the large numbers of conserved T2 genomes reported here. The unequal frequencies
of the complementary types of recombinants a2-fc4 and a4—62 lead to the conclusion
of non-reciprocity of crossing-over. However, this is generally considered to be an
unusual way of exchange of genetic material. Non-reciprocal recombination
between phages has been established by Epstein (1958) for ultraviolet-irradiated
T4, while Bresch (1955) found recombination in phage Tl easier to explain with a
model for non-reciprocal recombination. I t is questionable whether the results
described above apply to crosses between standard-type T2 and T4. In such crosses
polarized exclusion was also observed (De Groot, 1967, and unpublished), but the
frequencies of conserved T2 genomes were lower. The fate of the DNA's of T2 exr+i

and T2 in the presence of T4 DNA is now being subjected to further investigation.

SUMMARY
Four crosses were made between bacteriophages T4 and partially non-excludable

T2 exr+i. Each cross was designed as a four-factor cross: in total seven pairs of
homologous genes were used as markers, extending over half the circular map from
the locus for adsorption specificity (h+) along the map segment for the early functions
to osmotic-shock sensitivity (o).

The frequencies of T2 markers recovered in the progeny show polarized exclusion:
the frequencies are low for h+z at the beginning of the map segment for the early func-
tions and increasing to o+2. Recombination of T2 exr+A is restricted for all loci con-
cerned and the recombinational events are probably non-reciprocal. Restriction of
sequential replication from a fixed starting point is proposed to explain polarized ex-
clusion of T2 genes. Non-homology is dicussed in relation to restricted recombination.

Note added in proof: When this paper was in press, Dr. R. L. Russell, Cornell University,
Ithaca, showed me the results of his extensive work (Ph.D. thesis) on exclusion of
standard-type T2 by T4 amber mutants. These results are in general agreement with the
ones described for T2 exr+* in this paper.

The author wishes to thank Professor F. H. Sobels, Miss I. Mattern and Dr G. Veldhuizen
for their critical reading of the manuscript. I am indebted to Dr H. de Jonge for statistical
advice.

The capable technical assistance by Miss Th. A. M. Verkley and Mrs E. van Egmond is
acknowledged.
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